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Symposium format:

- Multimodal symposium

Symposium modality:

- Hybrid

Sub-themes:

- (APPLIED) LINGUISTIC THEORY: history, (usage based) approaches, CDST-complexity, theory, approaches and analysis, phonology, psychology
- LANGUAGE & TECHNOLOGY: media, tools, digital humanities, Natural Language Processing (NLP)
- LANGUAGES IN PROFESSIONS: translation & interpreting, transdisciplinarity, justice, medicine, food, forensics

Abstract

The aim of this symposium is to bring together researchers in order to exchange and share experiences and results in forensic and legal linguistics, to present the most recent developments in the field, develop new collaborations, explore new avenues of research and discuss the plurality of theories and methods applied. The symposium will cover a variety of topics (Forensic linguistics; Language and law; Language as evidence; Authorship attribution; Courtroom and police interviews discourses; Cyberviolence).

Argument

Applied linguistics is experiencing significant growth in the field of justice, security, and law. Depending on the legal contexts, and the links between universities and institutions, forensic and/or legal linguistics are not developed in the same way, which raises critical questions for applied linguistics. The aim of this symposium is therefore to bring together researchers in order to exchange and share experiences and results in forensic and legal linguistics. This international symposium is an opportunity to present the most recent developments in the field (in particular in connection with recent cases), develop new collaborations, explore new avenues of research and discuss the plurality of theories and methods applied. Indeed, a variety of approaches (corpus linguistics, discourse analysis, pragmatics, terminology) are used and it is useful to consider their issues and implications in an applied approach point of view.

The symposium will cover a variety of topics and we invite participants to submit a proposal on, but not limited to, the following strands:
- Forensic linguistics
- Language and law
- Language as evidence
- Authorship attribution
- Courtroom and police interviews discourses
- Cyberviolence

Submission modalities:

- Papers are invited for presentations of 20 minutes, with a further of 10 minutes for the Q&A session.
- Abstracts of no more than 300 words, including references, should be sent through the submissions page. You will be asked to indicate the strand(s) covered by your proposal.
- A link could be made with a plenary conference related to the theme of the symposium.
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